Snail Observation

Researcher: ___________________

The first thing I noticed about how my snail looks is:

_____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

I did not know snails had:

________________________________

I measured my snail and it is ________________ inches long.

I put cornmeal in front of my snail and it moved

_____________________________________________________

I used a timer to time my snail to travel one inch. It took it _______ seconds.

I made a ramp for my snail to travel up. It took my snail _____ seconds to get to the top.

It took my snail ________ seconds to move down the ramp.

I put a cup in front of my snail. Did it move around the cup? ___________

Now try to set up an obstacle course for your snail. Time it to see how long it takes your snail to complete the course. Draw a picture of your course.